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ENERGY EFFICIENT LIGHTING PROPOSAL 
GEN II ENERGY EFFICIENCY ADVANTAGE PLAN 

 
Exclusive use of GENII lights in a business establishment benefits every customer in two main 

venues. KWH cost reduction to illuminate premises and managed utility company fixed cost. 

Immediate power reduction is in the 85% range. The product delivers a $2,200 a year advantage 

when refitting twenty five, T10 dual tube fixtures in commercial buildings.  

 

GENII’s varied features combine to deliver a financial advantage to the user.  

Features of interest; 

Renewable energy system, electric energy reduction, load shifting, load shed, peak load reduction, 

Demand side management hardware, individual units feature precise light level adjust. Automatic 

load response reduces GENII power concurrent with utility Co. AC line fluctuations as called for 

by local utilities. Mercury pollution prevention is 100%. EPA disposal costs are eliminated. GENII 

is capable of real-time IOT monitoring. Luminaire life is 3,000-10,000 hrs. Driver board life is 

indefinite. Energy Star and Energy Efficiency Initiative act compliant in exceeding 50% and 80% 

refit improvement standards.  

 

GENII commercial refit: 

Customers drop in 2x4 boxes, replaces dual tube units in wide use today. A wide demand for higher 

efficiency replacements is best in 24/7 operations. 25 box lighting upgrade is detailed in this 

proposal as well as energy saved over a multiyear span. Replacing classic tubes with GENII 

Neolight culminates as an energy savings advantage and commensurate KWh cost reduction in the 

85% range. 

 

GENII Specification Briefing 

Neolight Refit units, power ratings: 
4s’- 8.24 WATTS 

5s’- 11.49 WATTS 

6s’- 14.88 WATTS 

8s’- 20.05 WATTS 

10s’- 25.66 WATTS 

12s’- 31.08 WATTS 

14s’- 37.24 WATTS 

16s’- 42.61 WATTS 

24s’- 60.74 WATTS 

32s’- 79.14 WATTS 

 

GENII low cost luminaires: 

8-10 lamps @$1.25 each and 1 driver unit each. Decorative style sockets can be installed in groups 

of: four, six, eight or ten lamps, high hat and outdoor string fixtures.  

 

http://www.rcdresearch.com/
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Estimated low cost installation: 

25 units in a 2,ooo sqft. space cost $1,250. 

Electrician cost is $30 per hour. 

Low voltage Electrical permit. 

Total install cost is as low as $2,000. 

Energy savings compared to 25 fluorescent dual 40w lights GENII Energy Efficient Advantage 

plan yields $2,200 a year when refitting T10 dual tube fixtures in commercial 24/7 buildings. 

 

GenII low cost commercial lighting upgrade. 

Replace, refit, upgrade or new construction of high level lights. 

 

GENII 2X4 UNITS INSTALLED IN DROP CELING  

2,500 sq. ft. commercial high level lighting 
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Adjustable light levels and a variety of configurations fit any designer needs. 
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GENII Quantum electro dynamic system proven to increase efficiency of tungsten incandescent 

lamps. Vintage 60w lamps are replaced with 2.2w lamps.  Coverage jumps to .28 watts per sq. ft. 

KWH power efficiency is over 85% replacing high level fluorescent units.  

 

The advantage of this system are numerous. This application of synthetic electricity yields results 

never before achieved with Tungsten lamps. Major advancement in efficiency and lower luminaire 

cost enables demand side management of any business with lighting needs.  

 

GENII lighting can improve customer satisfaction with plans and overcharges during user peak 

demand with a GENII load shifting installation. Even though Utility metering presently does not 

support GENII, proprietary instrumentation is available in a smart meter format and design. 

 

GENII metrics 

Large 5,500 Sqft building direct cost reduction for monthly service. 

GenII project  

Base line replacing 160w 24w 10s, 8s, 6s 

 
  

gen2 calculator data AC GENII 

2,5500 sq. ft. building 5,500w 700w Annual 

cost per month $197 $25 Savings 

1/2 day schedule per yr. savings 
 

$2,055  

24/7 per yr. savings $458 $58 $4,800  

 

Commercial Lumen performance and energy efficiency  

GENII Lighting intensity is based on quantum theory. Low voltage can deliver low thermal 

emissions and high peak light intensity. Typical lamp watt are 2.25 watts @800 lumens. Lamps 

are arranged in stylish Neolight micro grid. An 85% improvement in efficiency can be achieved 

with GENII.  

 

GENII contractors can quickly build a Neolight micro grid to fit your business spaces. Optional 

Smart meter computes DC quarter cycle KWH. IOT application features continuous monitoring, 

and diagnostics, Android Phone app. and battery backup. GENII quantum Neolight devices Smart 

KWH rate is proportional to quarter cycle power. Qualified electricians install the lights and 

associated hardware, is responsible for building permits and inspections. KWH rate reduction 

results in a ¼ cycle true power KWH rate of .0375. Replacing classic tubes with GENII Neolight 

is an energy savings advantage in the 80% range. 

GEN II smart KWH meter records ¼ cycle energy reduction with patented and copyrighted 

software. Consumer benefits  
1. Reduces power rate 50% lower than competing product.  

2. One GENII replaces 10w LED, 20w CFL, 25w, 30w, 50w, 60w, 75w, 100w incandescent.  

3. Disposable light bulb meets EPA standards, nontoxic green product.  

4. Output brightness can be adjusted from 2 watt soft light to 5 watt work area light.  

5. Long life, Low cost bulb. Uniformity in replacement bulbs.   

6. Smart meter feature helps consumers monitor energy use and carbon reduction.  
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Summary of power ratings 

type  lumens  EPS watt  Lumens pw  

GENII 133  1  133  

40W 266  1.5  177  

34W 399  1.6  249  

GENII 533  2.2  242  

GENII 666  2.5  266  

60W 800  2.9  275  

GENII 932  3.1  300  

75W 1066  3.4  313  

100W 1199  3.6  333  

GENII 1332  4  333  

GENII 1465  4.3  340  

GENII 1599  4.6  347  

GENII 1732  4.9  353  

GENII 1865  5.2  358  

        

CFL  800  20  40  

LED  800  10  80  

 

 

Specialized software was developed to concurrently make all the computations used in commercial 

power distribution. The display panel clearly demonstrates the neolight high ratio light waves 

emitted in the system. The duration of the light pulse is unprecedented basis of cost reductions 

now possible. 
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This program available for down load allows a simple means to compute actual savings the consumer can 
expect using Neolight.  
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GENII smart KWH meter. 

USB connection. Smart meter displays all the system variables and readouts in a tabbed format. 
Windows 10 platform.   
Specialized measurement instrumentation is required to quantize quarter cycle energy. Neolight watt 

hour meter time base of 25KS/S meets current standard for utility power measurement. Patented 

design acquires voltage and current data sets for digital processing. EPS channel Integral watt/ps, WH, 

KWH, true RMS correction, CDA, and MS pulse duration.  
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GENII TECHNICAL REVIEW section 
GENII is tested with National Instruments software and hardware for a state of the art, high accuracy 

virtual instrument. Test results compare the power when brightness is held comparable. 

 
Electric power component voltage and current scope image 

 

Data sampling of compound conjugate output EPS waveforms are digitally processed. 

What one needs to observe here is that the power used is considered waste energy that does not 

contribute to the true RMS power usage in current energy industry terms. The area that phasor active is 

less that ¼ of a cycle, so the cost rate is presently accepted to be .0375 cents per KWH, or less than ¼ of 

the prevailing rate where the unit is installed.  

A 10 WATT LED LAMP IS COMPARED TO A 2 WATT GENII LAMP. 
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GENII ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS           

  

 
 

Neolight Electronic Power System  
1. Electronic Power Source equivalent circuit is diode supplying half cycle power to resistor.  Half 

cycle conduction is controlled past 90deg. Patented quarter cycle power method energizes. 

GENII R-cycle emits light at 60 cycles per second.  

2. GENII 23 ohm resistance limits power requirements.  

3. 50 AMP EPS energizes @ .35A, 140 Lamp line.  

4. 670 Peak Instantaneous watts per microsecond, for a period of 2 microseconds initiate 

Quantum cycle.   

5. Electro dynamic cycle attenuates infrared intensity thus improves energy efficiency.   

6. EPS operations aid AC crest factor power quality.  

7. Lower carbon emissions. 
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EPS NOMINAL RATINGS  

1. INPUT VOLTAGE  120VAC 60HZ  

2. EPS MAXIMUM ¼ CYCLE CURRENT RATING   18-50-100 AMPS DC  

3. EPS ¼ CYCLE OUTPUT VOLTAGE                       8.5 TO 11.5  

4. EPS ¼ CYCLE OUTPUT CURRENT                      .35  TO .5   

5. EPS ¼ CYCLE PEAK CURRENT                             5.5       

6. EPS ¼ CYCLE PEAK VOLTAGE                             122  

7. EPS PEAK CURENT DURATION                          1 MS  

8. EPS WATT P/MS                                                 670  

9. EPS CONDUCTION DELAY ANGLE                     130 DEGREES  

10. LUMENS                                                                600  

11. LUMENS PER WATT                                            170  
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1  R cycle   

  resistance variable   

volts amps r=e/i 
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GENII Tungsten lamp  
Incandescent light intensity is a function of peak power applied to the filament. GENII is energized with 

low voltage/high peak power. Reduction of filament resistance by 90% reduces lamp wattage. Light 

output is equivalent to predecessor incandescent lamps, fluorescent and LED lamps. Neolight cycle sets 

new lumens per watt standard.   

Features  
1. Infrared emissions are attenuated. Energy efficiency is improved.  

2. Electronic power system outputs low voltage, high current energy. Inducing R-cycle.   

3. Lower source voltage and load resistance absorb 95% less electrical power.  

4. Mercury free product. GENII offers efficiency and uniformity to lighting needs.  

5. Reliable, low cost design.  

  

Rosenberg cycle quantum theory  
The period of EPS source and GENII output emission are distinctly different. Although they both initiate 

at the same time, the periods exhibit 1:8 ratio. R-Cycle quantum process extends light emission period. 

60 frames per second of continuous light are produced as illustrated in NEOLIGHT analyzer. Quantum 
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theory pertains to the instantaneous muon condensate and the resulting delay in returning to base state 

of the metal matrix, as used in vacuum lamps. 

NEOLIGHT EPS POWER ANALYZER  

The software evaluates all power variable as well as the light output of any lamp. This image is of a 

GENII 2.5 watt lamp.  

 
Dual channel design independently measures AC and EPS line, computes line wattage, stores billing 

registers in nonvolatile memory, and reloads billing resisters at boot up. When used with a RMS utility 

meter, RMS error correcting routine displays watt hour credit.   

Software additional features are; Pulse width MS. Conduction delay angle in degrees, log of acquired 

data on all channel, power on clear, computation of EPS voltage based on pulse width, mean EPS 

voltages and statistical peak. GENII Net Meter may be viewed or operated over internet.  
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 GEN II INSTALL SOFTWARE and HARDWARE 

 
SOFTWARE 
A. COPY FILES FROM cd to target pc Documents folder. 
B. Copy gen2 m100EB2E  folder from cd to documents folder. Copy gen2 folder to C: users’ 
directory, select properties, security tab, edit permission for all groups and users. 
Permissions, check box to allow; full control, modify, and write. If this is not correct meter 
will not initialize or write log file. 
D. Copy gen2 eps tool folder to documents folder. 
E. Copy LVRTE2016std_ downloader to documents folder. Run install LabVIEW runtime 
engine.  
F. Copy NIDAQ1610f3-downloader to documents folder and install Daq control panel and 
drivers. Run NI explorer to import Configdata.nce.  Restart pc, run Ni update service. Run 
windows update. 
H. Meter starts with windows. Accessories: run applet, enter shell:common startup, paste 
gen2m100E2BE shortcut to folder.  
I. copy OneDriveSetup to documents folder, run installer. 
J. Confirm installation run Gen2meter, an error dialog box pops up. Connect 6003 USB Daq, 
NI monitor program pops up, select dismiss to run meter or select configure and test to 
troubleshoot DAQ. 
 
 

 
 
3. Calibrate meter. 
A. True RMS meter measure 120vac line voltage, adjust spin box so that EPS Readouts 
correspond with Pro accuracy instruments. 
B. Turn on eps, measure current with meter, set spin box to match. 
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C. Connect digital cursor oscilloscope, 
measure pulse width and set meter so that 
they match.  

D. start EPS calculator program, set eps pulse width values to eps on test. Confirm EPS values 
set in meter match program readouts. Use spin boxes to final calibration. 
 

 
4. IOT 
a. Install google remote desktop either from disk or google store. 
b. Start remote desktop and generate code for person who wants to connect. Connect from 
pc or android phone. User can access windows and monitor smart meter, authorized users 
only. 
To end remote connection select end session. 
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How does it work?  

A. ENERGY EFFICIENCY THEORY, AC, DC. 

1. Phasor and conduction angle. 

2. Neolight. 

 

B. FIELD INSTALLATIONS. 

1. EPS unit, lamp assembly. 

2. Lamp assembly and EPS test and checkout. 

3. Voltage and light settings. 

4. Operating Temperature. 

 

C. GENII smart meter.  

1. Meter tabs and NI Explorer. 

 

Phasor and conduction angle review. 
   

EFFECTIVE VALUE OF A SINE WAVE  

GENII efficiency is derived from several factors combined to achieve 85% efficiency improvement 

when replacing or refitting 4’x2’ celling fixtures. In order to correctly install this system certain 

parameters must be observed. EFFICIENCY of DC vs. AC. Emax, Eavg, I max, and Iavg are values used in ac 

measurements. Another value used is the EFFECTIVE value of ac This is the value of alternating 

voltage or current that will have the same effect on a resistance as a comparable value of direct 

voltage or current will have on the same resistance. When current flows in a resistance, heat is 

produced. When direct current flows in a resistance, the amount of electrical power converted into 

heat equals I2R watts. However, since an alternating current having a maximum value of 1 ampere 

does not maintain a constant value, the alternating current will not produce as much heat in the 

resistance as will a direct current of 1 ampere.  

GENII optimizes Heating effect of DC producing efficient light. 

Examine views A and B and notice that the heat (70.7° C) produced by 1 ampere of alternating 

current (that is, an ac with a maximum value of 1 ampere) is only 70.7 percent of the heat (100° C) 

produced by 1 ampere of direct current. Therefore, for effective value of ac (I eff) = 0.707 X Imax.  

 

The peak voltage is relevant to the Eps peak voltage and are phase locked. Eps circuit rectifies AC to 

half wave DC. This is controlled so that conduction delay angle is frozen at the optimum voltage for 

the fixture. As the conduction is controlled past 90 degrees, and is known as ¼ cycle power.  EPS 

outputs a low voltage between 8-9 VDC. One must be aware that the perk voltage is much higher. 

Average Lamp life is extended to 3K hours. Large efficiency gains are possible when these efficiency 

measures are combined as is the GENII R-CYCLE method.  
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Collective Electrodynamics offers an explanation to the high peak voltage and the light emission 

momentum. The initial peak voltage is transferring a quantum of energy into the filaments matrix. 

As the rate of energy loss is proportional to the square of the amplitude, and, that the R cycle 

amplitude is proportionally greater for a 25-ohm resistance than the AC peak is for an 250-ohm 

resistance, the radiation of photons, or the loss of energy, is equivalent for the time period until the 

filament decay constant reaches base state. This suggests the cycle is radiating more light by a factor 

of 10. This also suggests a collapsing field condenses muons on the Matrix. Muon pairs emit 10x 

more photons equivalent to the increase over standard in photon emission. 

 

Compound conjugate math 

EPS voltage is DC, more efficient at heating a resistor, such as Neolight lamp. R cycle pulse width 

is considerably shorter duration than conventional energy systems. Eps pulse is around 2ms @ 

130 degrees conduction. Improves flicker fusion to 60 fps, resulting in high definition high 

quantity light. Fast energy transfer attenuates thermal output (infrared) conserving energy. 

NEOLIGHT  

Operating characteristics of a Rosenberg cycle light @ 266 lumens per watt. 

 

Based upon Quantum theory the lamp is considered to operate in a quantum state. This means 

the metal matrix is not actually heated to the point of incandescing continuously. The matrix is 

rapidly excited in a short time 60 times per second. Electro dynamic momentum explains the 

distinction between the electric and photonic events. Electrodynamic ratio during which the 

photons are emitted disconnects electric and light. A quantum interaction known as 

“discontinuous in its nature”. The filament photon output continues after power duration ends. 
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The electrodydnamic momentum ratio of the Rosenberg cycle is 1:8. a 2.5ms electronic input 

results in a photon output for 16ms. This differential represents a true quantum device, distinct 

from classic forms of illumination.  

¼ cycle DC analyzer panel 

Graphic relationship between 

EPS wave and Photon output 

wave. Lower right and left 

bottom windows. 

 

 

 
 

Excitation curve best match 

R cycle light emissions. (D. 

Bohm.) 
 

 

 

 

Field installation. APS Micro Grid supplied for installation consists of a EPS circuit board and 

Lamps. PC board units are rated at 10 EPS Amperes maximum @ 30deg. c To 60deg. c. The 

recommended Micro Grid voltage is 8-8.5 EPS VDC. System lamps are rated 24 volts. 

 

EPS Watt formula. 

(Epeak / 2 * (1+ cosine α) combined with P = E2/R) True Power of 60 HZ DC into a given 
resistance is solved below. P = [Epeak/2 * (1+ cos. α)]2  

R 

 

[169/2 * (1+ cos. 135)]2 = 61.93  = 5.37 watts 

11.52              11.52 
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Correct phasing of AC and EPS. 

This is required for accurate 

measurement of multiple EPS units 

in a micro grid branch circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

Operating temperature limits. 

Keeping with minimal cost most EPS 

units do not have cooling fans. 

Heatsinks and ambient temperature are 

important to observe that units are kept 

below 60deg. C. to prevent output 

voltage increase. Initial setting is .25 

volts below target operating voltage. 
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